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Battery

Fuse
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87a
8586
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+

-

87a is not used
(87a has power
when 87 is off)

10 Amp for the COMsole or
other in-dash. Intercom only

is 3 AMP. Radio only is 7 AMP

RELAY WIRING OPTION 1 - WITH VEHICLE ACC POWER WIRE

Vehicle ACC
power wire
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WWW.UTVCOM .COM

WWW.UTVCOM .COM

RELAY
40/30A 12V DC

TheCOM or
other accessory

Relay Pin out:
· 87 = High powered output load or power to accessory +
· 86 = Relay trigger wire (ACC or switch power +)
· 87a = High power output closed contact (typically not used) +
· 85 = Relay ground or negative -
· 30 = 12VDC high power feed from battery positive +

+ -

For DIY kits: If you have a
noise filter, install it between

the relay and TheCOM

Note: In-dash and COMsole kits
come with built in noise filters.



12 V DC
Battery

Fuse

Switch
2-Pin

87

87a
8586

30

+

-

87a is not used
(87a has power
when 87 is off)

10 Amp for the COMsole or
other in-dash. Intercom only

is 3 AMP. Radio only is 7 AMP

RELAY WIRING OPTION 2 - WITH 2 PIN SWITCH
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WWW.UTVCOM .COM

WWW.UTVCOM .COM

RELAY
40/30A 12V DC

TheCOM or
other accessory

Note: In-dash and COMsole kits
come with built in noise filters.

Relay Pin out:
· 87 = High powered output load or power to accessory +
· 86 = Relay trigger wire (ACC or switch power +)
· 87a = High power output closed contact (typically not used) +
· 85 = Relay ground or negative -
· 30 = 12VDC high power feed from battery positive +

+ -

For DIY kits: If you have a
noise filter, install it between

the relay and TheCOM



Switch
3-Pin

Typically light
up switches

12 V DC
Battery

Fuse

87

87a
8586

30

+

-

87a is not used
(87a has power
when 87 is off)

10 Amp for the COMsole
or other in-dash.

Intercom only is 3 AMP.
Radio only is 7 AMP

RELAY WIRING OPTION 3 - WITH 3 PIN LIGHT UP SWITCH

NEGATIVE -

WARNING: CHECK YOUR
SWITCH WIRING DIAGRAM
BEFORE WIRING SWITCH

Positive
out +

Positive in +
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WWW.UTVCOM .COM

WWW.UTVCOM .COM

RELAY
40/30A 12V DC

TheCOM or
other accessory

Note: In-dash and COMsole kits
come with built in noise filters.

Relay Pin out:
· 87 = High powered output load or power to accessory +
· 86 = Relay trigger wire (ACC or switch power +)
· 87a = High power output closed contact (typically not used) +
· 85 = Relay ground or negative -
· 30 = 12VDC high power feed from battery positive +

+ -

For DIY kits: If you have a
noise filter, install it between

the relay and TheCOM


